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Abstract

Redesign of automated scan station for 3D
measurements of antennas

Sima Brunner

This project was initiated to develop an improved design for the 
antenna measurement scanner used by researchers in the fields of 
millimeterwave technology and antenna design. 
The purpose of the scanner is to measure the properties of the 
signal transmitted and received by antennas. This is achieved by 
having the measurement module positioned by an automated arm. The 
arm can position the module on defined points in a hemisphere 
around the antennas to be measured. The module is connected to a 
network analyzer that is synchronized with the automatic arm to 
make measurments and store the data.

The previous antenna scanner was large and not accurate enough. It 
was complicated and potentially dangerous to use. This led to the 
initiation of this project.

The project aimed at developing a redesigned prototype by reusing 
the components from the existing scanner. 
To develop a new design for the antenna scanner the project 
included a design study, a product development process and 
prototyping. Focus has been kept on careful planning and short 
downtime for the scanner. 

The project resulted in a new design of the scanner which led to 
significant improvements of user friendliness, safety and 
accuracy.

This report includes a more detailed introduction to the project 
followed by a report on how it was carried out and what it 
resulted in, including discussions and conclusions about the 
project and the product it resulted in. 
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Sammanfattning 

Mikrovågsgruppen vid Institutionen för fasta tillståndets elektronik på Uppsala 

Universitet har sedan 2010 en automatisk antennscanner som används till att mäta 

egenskaperna hos de antenner och den kringliggande utrustningen som utvecklas inom 

institutionen. Den antennscanner som  används idag är byggd av två studenter som 

projekt för deras examensarbete. Scannern har användts mycket sedan den togs i bruk 

men våren 2016 startades detta projekt med mål att göra en förbättrad konstruktion som 

gör antennscannern mer användarvänlig och noggrann.  

Projektet har innefattat en förstudie, konceptgenerering, konceptval, design,  

prototypframtagning och funktionstest. 

För att uppnå en förbättrad konstruktion har den gamla konstruktionen studerats i detalj 

och förbättringsförslag har tagits fram. Konceptgenereringen resulterade i ett koncept 

som på många sätt liknade den tidigare scannern, men var mer anpassad för ändamålet 

och utrymmet samt innehöll ett flertal förbättringar av systemets delkomponenter och på 

så vis resulterade i en mer fulländad produkt. 

Omfattningen av förbättringsmöjligheterna för systemet har visat sig för stora för detta 

projekt, varför projektet begränsades tydligt i ett tidigt stadium och fokuserades på 

kostnads- och tidseffektiva lösningar. 

Prototypframtagningen och monteringen gjordes på plats i elektroniklabbet med 

undantag för de delar som behövde bearbetas i mekanisk verkstad eller skulle orsaka 

stora mängder metallspån.  

Valideringen av prototypen innefattade grundläggande funktionstest men den slutgiltiga 

valideringen med antennmätningar återstår att göra.
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Preface 

This report was written as a bachelor thesis at Uppsala University department of 

Engineering Sciences, at the solid state electronics divisions microwave group. 

The project was initiated by Dragos Dancila and was carried out by Sima Brunner as the 

subject for his bachelor thesis.  

The project was regarded as a product improvement project and follows the 

conventional stages of a product development project, but with the added design study 

of the existing product in the first stages.  

All stages of the development have been focused on the mechanical and electrical 

design of the product as they were prioritized due to the severity of the problems 

involved with them, and to limit the project to the author’s area of specialization. 

The report should be read in chronological order to get the best insight on how the 

project was carried out.  

Uppsala Maj 2016 

Sima Brunner  
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1 Introduction 

 Background 1.1
The radiation patterns around millimeter wave antennas are currently measured with the 

use of an automated scanner holding the measurement equipment and moving it to 

specified points in the space around the antenna under test. The scanner is designed and 

built by two former students at Uppsala University, Peter Bjurman and Peter Li, as the 

project for their bachelor thesis work
1
. 

The scanner has since 2010 been used for measuring antennas developed by the 

microwave group at the solid state electronics division at Uppsala University. It has also 

been used by researchers from other divisions that are involved in the field of millimeter 

wave technology.  

To improve the work area around the antenna measurement station the design of the 

current scanner had to be changed. An improvement of the functionality of the arm was 

also necessary as it did not fulfill all the demands set by the original project.  

Additionally some new requirements were added to the specification that this project 

aimed to accomplish.  

1.1.1 Problem specifications 

The problems with the current measurement rig are the following:  

 Too large and restricting the area around the measurement station.  

 Some measurement points are not accurate enough.  

 No cable management. 

 No fixture for the measurement receiving module. 

 Lacks fixture for the electronics. 

 High risk of personal injury or material damage. 

 Not properly aligned in its home position.  

 Shaft coupling with wedges creates an unacceptable backlash.  

 Labview code needs to be checked for consistency and accuracy. 

  

                                                 
1
 Bjurman Peter & Li Peter, Automated scan station for 3Dmeasurements of millimetre wave antennas 

(2010) , www.diva-portal.org (acc. 2016-04-01) 
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 Theory 1.2
To understand the limitations surrounding the project it is important to be familiar with 

some background theory on millimeterwaves and antenna measurements. 

1.2.1 Millimeterwaves 

Millimeter waves (MMV) is a term used to describe the electromagnetic radiation 

corresponding to the frequency range between 30 GHz- 300 GHz
2
. The term stems from 

the wavelength of this frequency range, 1mm-2.73mm, thus millimeter wavelength.  

Millimeter waves are sometimes also referred to as extremely high frequency, or in 

short, EHF.  In this report the abbreviation MMV will be used from now on.  

MMVs have a wide range of applications, some of them are mentioned below. 

Wireless communication 

MMVs are licensed and proposed for wireless communication allowing high data 

transfer rates. Future Wi-Fi standards will use 60GHz and achieve data transfer rates of 

up to 7 Gbit/s
3
. It has also been proposed and licensed for future 5G mobile networks.  

Full body scanners 

MMVs are used in some full body scanners at security checks for their ability to 

penetrate clothing but be reflected by matter with higher density.
4
 

Chemical detection 

MMVs can be used to detect chemical compounds in samples by analyzing the 

phaseand frequency that passes through a sample and compare it to the original signal. 

This can then be compared to known results and thereby indicate the presence elements. 

Medical 

MMV technology is researched as a substitute for conventional CT-scanners or X-ray 

scanners. It can detect different body tissues and it is possible to make smaller low cost 

equipment to replace current technology.  

Radar systems 

MMVs are used in traffic radar systems for speed checks, collision prevention systems 

and other applications
5
.  

                                                 
2
 Frenzel Lou (2013), Millimeter Waves Will Expand The Wireless Future, www.electronicdesign.com 

(acc. 2016-06-29) 
3
 Triggs Rob (2016), Wifi standards explained, www.androidauthority.com  (acc. 2016-05-20) 

4
 RSNA & ACR (2015), Airport Scanner Safety, www.radiologyinfo.org (acc. 2016-05-20) 

FIGURE 1:1 MMV BAND 
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1.2.2 Antenna measurements 

The properties of developed antennas and antenna related equipment is tested by 

connecting the antenna to a voltage source and a signal generator and then moving a 

device with a receiving antenna around the antenna under test (AUT). The receiving 

device is connected to the programmable network analyzer (PNA) that can be used to 

store and monitor the signal properties measured. The setup can vary and different 

equipment can be used for different scenarios.  

The measurements are done in a spherical surface around the AUT with the receiving 

module always pointed at the AUT. The receiving module also has to be kept in a 

horizontal orientation. This has to do with the polarity of the electromagnetic wave that 

is emitted from the AUT. The wave emitted from the AUT has a certain direction of its 

polarity and therefore the receiving module has to be oriented to align with this polarity 

and keep the same orientation throughout the measurement sweep.  

 

Lower frequency antennas allow the antenna to be connected to a transmitting device 

through a cable, thus allowing measurements to be taken from the front of the table. 

However as the frequency increases cables are no longer possible for transfer of the 

signal due to energy loss in the cable. This requires antenna measurements to be made 

directly onto the antenna, and because the antenna lies facing upwards on the table the 

measurements need to be taken from above the table. This can be complicated because 

of the equipment on the table, including a microscope for precise antenna connection 

and equipment connected to the PNA.  

                                                                                                                                               
5
 NXP, Automotive Radar Millimeter-Wave Technology, www.nxp.com (acc. 2016-05-29) 

FIGURE 1:2 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE POLARITY 
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 Objective 1.3
The objective of this project was to develop a new design solution of the 3D-scanner 

and rebuild it to the new design. Functionality, safety and user friendliness must be 

improved. The existing components are to be reused with as few adaptations as 

possible. The motion control program code and Labview interface will only be changed 

to the necessary extent, if anything. 

 Scope 1.4
To limit the scope of the project some limitations have been set: 

 The primary part of the project is to develop a design proposal. 

 The design proposal will only be built if it has potential to bring significant 

improvements. 

 Changes to software, programming and electrical design will be kept to a 

minimum. 

 Some design proposals might not be implemented in the prototype due to time 

and budget constraints. 
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2 Method 
The development process for the redesign was comprised to six main stages; research, 

evaluation of the previous design, concept generation, design, prototyping and testing. 

The research stage consisted of literature studies, testing and evaluating the old design 

and gathering information on the subject of antenna measurements in general. 

During the concept generation stage a number of different design concepts were 

developed and discussed with the client. These were all evaluated by different concept 

evaluation techniques and adapted to fulfill the requirements set by the client. 

The design stage included further research, component selection and evaluation of 

functionality and cost in comparison to the existing design. A detailed CAD-model of 

the design was produced in Solidworks 2015 and from that drawings were created of the 

components that were to be modified or added during the following prototyping stage. 

The prototyping stage was aimed at constructing and rebuilding a fully working 

prototype of the scanner that fulfills all the requirements from the specifications.  

Testing the scanner was the final step to ensure full functionality before presenting it to 

the client. 

 Research 2.1
The most important document for the research of this project was the report written after 

the initial construction of the scanner. This report includes most of the information 

necessary to understand the functionality and components of the system. As that project 

was not fully completed some aspects are not included in that report. It addresses some 

of the problems with the antenna scanner, but many problems were overlooked 

completely. 

The research done for this project was mostly focused on literature in the fields of 

product development, robotics and mechanical components. Information about antennas 

and MMV technology was also gathered through conversations with the client. 

In the project plan the research was scheduled before and during the concept generation. 

In reality however, some of the research had to be done later in the process when a full 

understanding of the system and the problems revolving around it had been acquired. 

 Evaluations of the previous design 2.2
Many hours were spent in testing and analyzing the dynamics and logic of the system. 

This was done to get an understanding of how the scanner worked and what problems it 

had. The movement pattern was recorded and the accuracy was measured. The arm was 

mounted in both vertical and horizontal orientation to study how the different load 

conditions would affect the accuracy of the positioning. 

During a session of antenna measurements the full system was tested and further 

information of the work methods and equipment was gathered. During the measurement 

session a dialogue was held with the end users, which inspired new ideas for 

improvements. 
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 Concept generating 2.3
The most time consuming part of the project was concept generating. Due to the 

complexity of the system the detail of the concepts had to be high in relation to the 

detail of the finished design. 

Sketching of the basic layout of the stand was done to quickly develop new concepts for 

the scanner station. Further concept development of some concepts was made through 

CAD models. 

 Design 2.4
The design phase aimed at making detailed CAD models of the components that needed 

adaptation. Also a more detailed assembly with all the included components was created 

to get a make a full bill of materials and other evaluations. Some of the components 

were intentionally left out of the CAD model or simplified as they were considered to 

be of minor influence, interchangeable or because they were to complex. This includes 

the wiring, the electrical components and control boards in the chassis and the receiving 

module.  

 Prototyping 2.5
Prototyping consisted of adaptation of the components and reassembly. Also the 

electrical wiring and enclosure was revised and improved. Most of the adaptations were 

made with handheld tools but the holes for the setscrews on the shafts had to be done on 

a pillar drill in a metal workshop. Some of the design proposals have not been 

implemented in the prototype due to time constraints. 

 Testing 2.6
Testing was continuously done during rebuilding in the prototyping phase to avoid 

disassembly later on in case of improper functionality. Testing of the functionality of 

the scanner without measurement equipment was done and comparisons to tests with 

the previous design were made.  
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3 Previous design 
This chapter aims at describing the previous design of the antenna scanner and the 

problems it had. 

 Overwiev 3.1
The previous design is pictured in figures 3:1-3. It required a large proportion of the 

floor area available in the lab where the measurement station is set up. It also restricted 

movement of furniture and other equipment as well as personnel.  During this project 

the measurement station was moved the far right in this picture to make it more 

accessible. 

The cable management of the scanner was close to nonexistent as can be seen in figure 

3:2. This led to complications in the usage of the scanner but also, and even more 

importantly, it was a serious safety hazard for personnel and equipment. 

 

FIGURE 3:1 PREVIOUS DESIGN 

FIGURE 3:2 PREVIOUS DESIGN TOP 
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The arm with the tool mount for the receiving device is shown in picture 1:3. The 

device and the cable going to the network analyzer are attached with packing tape and 

the cables need to be held by hand during scanning to not be pinched or ripped by the 

movement of the arm. 

The shaft couplings in the previous design were done with wedges that were fitted into 

the keyways of the output shaft of the gearbox and the aluminum blocks. The wedges 

were wrapped in thread tape to eliminate the gaps between the wedges and the keyways.   

FIGURE 3:3 PREVIOUS DESIGN ARM 

FIGURE 3:4 SHAFT COUPLINGS 
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 Customer specifications 3.2

Original specifications 

The specifications from the original project still apply and are the following; 

Required mechanical properties  

Measured angles and movement accuracy: Semi-sphere shaped surface  

Theta angle: 0° ≤ ≤ 180°  

Phi angle: -135° ≤ ≤ 135°  

Step size: 0.5°, 1°, 2°, 5°, 10°  

Step accuracy: ±0.1°  

Receiving antenna distance: 

 Maximum: 15 cm  

 Minimum: 15 cm  

Minimum load: 2 kg  

Maximum time for plane scan: 30 minutes  

Relative stepping 

 

Required Software properties  

Predefined patterns: Horizontal and vertical plane  

Θ and φ adjustable in software  

Software limits for movement  

Graphical User Interface  

Standalone execution file  

Manually setup and calibration of network analyzer 

 

New specification 
The original specifications did not include some of the properties that would later prove 

to be important for safe and effective usage of the scanner. The additional specifications 

to be fulfilled by this project are the following;  

 

Required properties 

Not restricting access to measurement table 

Cable management 

Fixture for measurement equipment with quick release 

Enclosure for electronics 

Possible to relocate without disassembly 

Front and top measurements 

Reuse existing components 

Low cost 
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 Components 3.3
To ensure the design would make efficient use of the components a bill of materials was 

created to get an overview of the components available from the previous design. The 

quantity of the nuts and bolts is an approximation as some of them were to worn out and 

could not be used. The bill of materials is shown Table 1. 

TABLE 1 BILL OF MATERIALS 

Description Quantity 

Stand  
Aluminum profile 80x80x1900 2 

Aluminum profile 80x80x1500 4 

Aluminum profile 80x80x125 4 

Aluminum profile 40x80x1000 45° 2 

Profile feet 4 

Bracket 4+4 hole 8 

Bracket 2+4 hole 8 

Bracket flat 90° 6 

Bracket flat 45° 6 

Sliding bolt M8 flat head 40 

Sliding nut M8 square 60 

Bolt M8 60 

Nut M8 20 

Nylon Lock nut M8 50 

Arm  
Shaft 1 1 

Shaft 2 1 

Hub 1 motor mount 1 

Hub 1 arm mount 1 

Hub 2 motor mount 1 

Hub 2 arm mount 1 

Bearing SKF 3304A 1 

Bearing SKF 3305A 1 

Hub 1 spacer  1 

Hub 2 spacer 1 

Wedge 4 

Shaft nut  2 

Shaft nut washer 2 

Electrical  
Mean well PSP-500 48V DC PSU 1 

24V PSU 35W 1 

ISD860 Motor controller 2 

Motor All motion technology 86BLS98
6
- 

7
 1 

Motor All motion technology 57BLS04
8
 - 

9
 1 

Incremental encoder HKT 56 2 

Capacitor 4700µF 1 

Capacitor 2200µF 1 

Power resistor 3ohm 2 

                                                 
6
 OEM Motor AB, www.oemmotor.se (2016-04-20) 

7
 OEM Motor AB, media.oem.se  (2016-04-20) 

8
 OEM Motor AB, www.oemmotor.se  (2016-04-20) 

9
 OEM Motor AB, media.oem.se  (2016-04-20) 
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3.3.1 Stand 

The current stand consists of aluminum profiles held together by brackets, sliding nuts 

and screws. Two types of profiles are used, 80mm*80mm and 40mm*80mm. There are 

two 40mm*80mm profiles which are 1000mm long and cut at an angle of 45 degrees at 

both ends. The motor controller boards and resistors are mounted onto them with screws 

through drilled holes. These profiles also act as support for the vertical profiles holding 

the arm. 

3.3.2 Arm  

The arms motion is driven by two motors each attached to a motor hub and connected to 

shafts. The block of Hub 1 attached to the motor is mounted to the stand. On these hubs 

two L-shaped aluminum pipes are attached, one of which has the tool mount attached to 

the end.   

FIGURE 3:6 ARM ASSEMBLY 

FIGURE 3:5 STAND ASSEMBLY 
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3.3.3 Motor hubs 

The first motor hub is attached to the stand. On the shaft form the motor gearbox a shaft 

is connected with wedges. This shaft then goes into an aluminum block containing a 

bearing. On the end of this shaft a second aluminum block is attached with a bolt and a 

wedge. This second block is attached to the pipe of the first arm with four screws. The 

first motor hub is shown in figure 3:6, the second motor hub has the same configuration 

of components but is slightly smaller. 

   

3.3.4 Tool mount 

The tool mount consists of a 40mm*80mm aluminum profile 300mm in length. The 

profile is mounted to the pipe of the arm with a bracket with a 90 degree bend and 

fastened with screws. The tool mount is an improvised solution as it was fitted after the 

initial build. The receiving module is currently mounted with packing tape onto the tool 

mount. It allows minor adjustment but the receiving module cannot be centered on the 

antenna under test. 

3.3.5  Electrical 

The electrical components are one 500W 48V DC PSU, one 35W 24V DC PSU, two 

motor controllers, two brake resistors, two capacitors, two BLDC-motors with 

incremental encoders and gearboxes. The components were carefully selected and meet 

the specifications. The capacitors help the PSU handle short voltage spikes at rapid 

accelerations and the brake resistors activate if the voltage exceeds 60V to protect the 

motor controllers.  

3.3.6  Network analyzer 

The receiving module is connected to the PNA with two 3.5mm TRS cables. The 

transmitting module is also connected to the PNA with two 3.5mm TRS cables. The 

PNA is connected to the computer and controlled through the Labview interface in 

synchronization with the motion control program. 

 

FIGURE 3:7 MOTOR 1 WITH HUB ASSEMBLY 
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3.3.7  Computer 

The system is controlled through a computer with a interface in Labview 2009. The 

motor control boards and PNA are connected to the computers via COM ports.  

3.3.8 Evalutation 

With the current antenna scanner it is possible to do measurements of antennas with 

fairly good accuracy and efficiency. Measurements can be taken in circular cuts both 

vertically and horizontally.  

Due to the size of the stand it is difficult to work around the measurement station. The 

floor area needed is a rectangle of 1.9 m by 1.5 m. The height is approximately 1.9 m. 

The axle couplings in the hubs are causing a backlash of about almost 1° in both hubs. 

This equates to ±0.5° step accuracy in both degrees of freedom. The backlash come 

both from the specified backlash of the gearboxes, which are max. 0.1167° ( 7 arcmin) 

and 0.1333° (8 arcmin), and the wedges. If the backlash from the wedges was 

eliminated this would result in a step accuracy of 0.667°, thereby fulfilling the required 

accuracy from the specifications. 

The electrical wiring was exceptionally bad. It severely complicated usage of the 

scanner and was a serious safety concern, including potential for lethal injury, short 

circuit and material damage. High voltage and high current contact points were fully 

exposed and the motor controllers had no safety cover. Loose cables were always under 

risk of getting pinched or ripped. The PSU’s were lying on the floor beside the stand 

and cables were hanging and lying around, tangled up.  

The electrical components themselves were of good quality and with correct 

specifications. 
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4 Concept generating 
The concept generating was the first step of development of the new design. It included 

close dialogue with the client if the developed concepts would meet the requirements 

and improve the antenna scanner. 

 Sketches 4.1
Sketching design concepts was the first stage of concept generating. Initial sketching 

was done with priority on creativity and less focus on the specifications. This led to 

immediate exclusion of most of the concepts, due to not meeting requirements, but also 

inspired new ideas that were developed further. Some of the concepts would meet the 

functionality requirements but would be difficult to make within the time and budget 

limits, an example of such a concept is shown below in figure 4:1. 

If the arm was to be placed in a vertical position the tool mount would have to be 

adjustable to maintain the polarization of the receiving module. The concept in figure 

4:2 shows a manually adjustable tool mount design.  

FIGURE 4:2 TOOL MOUNT 

CONCEPT 

FIGURE 4:1 ALTERNATIVE SCANNER DESIGN 
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Concept sketches of the shaft couplings were also made and some were precise enough 

to be used as drawings for the actual adaptations made to the shafts. At first a coupling 

without wedges was planned but due to compact size requirements setscrews were 

chosen. Wedges alone are not ideal for applications with frequent accelerations and that 

require high accuracy.
10

  

                                                 
10

 Sheba Dan & Zumbulev Kiril (2006), Sorting out shaft connections, www.machinedesign.com (2016-

05-10) 

FIGURE 4:3 DRAWINGS OF THE HOLE POSITIONS ON THE AXLES 
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 CAD concepts 4.2
Early on it was decided that it was necessary to limit the design changes to the stand and 

position of the arm to achieve a design that was possible to do within the time and cost 

limitations of the project. The design of the arm and the hubs would only need minor 

changes as the arm was working well in the original design. 

Concepts developed to CAD models focused on rearranging the aluminum profiles to 

make the stand more compact and to free up space in front of the measurement table.  

Below are some of the concepts which proved to be interesting enough to develop 

further as CAD models. 

The trolley concept in figure 4:4 was interesting because of its compact size and easy 

relocation. It was however not possible to do top measurements and stability of the 

wheels would be a concern. Also some kind of positioning would be needed for 

accurate positioning to get consistent measurement data. 

The concept in figure 4:5 is based on only making minor changes to measurement 

conditions but at the same time reducing the size of the stand considerably. The concept 

takes advantage of the even weight distribution around the vertically mounted profiles 

holding the arm since the large motor and gearbox are almost as heavy as the rest of the 

arm.  

FIGURE 4:5 TROLLEY 

FIGURE 4:4 SMALL HORIZONTAL 
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The top mount frame concept shown in figure 4:6 would be stable in the sense that it is 

supported from two sides, meaning little deflection of the frame. The main concerns 

about the concept are its high center of gravity and size. It would require free movement 

on one side of the table, meaning no equipment and adaptation of the support plate of 

the probing area. 

The concept in figure 4:7with the arm mounted vertically from above the table was 

developed further with a more compact stand design. This proved to be a very 

complicated design to implement for different reasons. The support leg in the middle 

would have to be changed as it was wrongfully assumed that the table was open at the 

back when the concept was made.  It would also need one half of the table to be 

completely free from equipment and even adapting the support plate around the probing 

area.  The stability of the stand could also be an issue but this was not calculated. 

Another concern is that the horizontal profiles where the arm is mounted would have to 

be at a height of about 1.7m-1.8m which would mean a risk of head injury when 

working at the station.  

FIGURE 4:6 TOP MOUNT FRAME 

FIGURE 4:7 TOP MOUNT STAND 
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 Concept evaluation 4.3
A decision-matrix

11
 was used to evaluate the most feasible concepts for selection. As 

reference the old design was used. The value represents the importance of the feature. S 

stands for same as reference, + stands for better than reference and – stands for worse 

than reference. 

TABLE 2 DESCISION-MATRIX 

Criteria Importance Reference Trolley Top-Frame Top-Stand Horizontal 

Size 4 0 + - - + 
Top and front 

measurements 
5 0 s + + + 

Measurement 

conditions 
3 0 - - - s 

Polarization 5 0 s - - s 
Number of parts 2 0 + - - + 
Work required 5 0 - - - - 
New parts 

needed 
3 0 - - - - 

Ease of 

relocation 
3 0 + - - + 

Score  0 -2 -20 -20 6 

 

The decision-matrix shows the horizontal concept to be adding most benefits to the 

design with the least amount of added work and components. It would also allow top 

measurements as it could be placed beside the measurement table and therefore could be 

centered on points on the table. 

Concept evaluation has been done continuously during the concept stage and all 

concepts done in CAD have been presented and discussed with the client. The selection 

of concept was approved by the client and backed up with the results from the pugh-

matrix. Proof of concept was done by rearranging the stand to get the same weight 

distribution and support as the in the concept, and then running a complete movement 

sequence. Even though the stand was stable it was decided to add weight to the base of 

the stand to improve stability for safety reasons. 

 

  

                                                 
11

 The mechanical design process, Ullman, page 185. 
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5 Design 
The design stage included a detailed design concept based on the selected concept.  

 Design concept 5.1
The concept that was selected is shown in figure 5:1. 

 

This design had the following advantages over the other concepts and the old design. 

 Less than 20% of floor area required compared to old design. 

 Low stand height 

 Minimal changes to the arm 

 Arm is not in the way of table when in home position 

 Fits beside the measurement table 

 Minimal changes to measurement conditions 

 No need for third degree of freedom 

 Allows both front and top measurements 

 Allows mounting of computer and electronics chassis 

 Only uses existing components 

 Both 1900mm profiles are left over 

 Easily adjustable in three directions 

 Allows for installation of wheels or relocation by forklift or trolley. 

The weight distribution is balanced, with center of gravity between the four feet in all 

positions of the arm. The center of gravity is quite high, so for safety reasons more 

weight is going to be added in the center below the horizontal profiles, as close to the 

floor as possible.  

  

FIGURE 5:1 SELECTED DESIGN 
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 Design solutions 5.2

5.2.1 The stand 

The stand design chosen would allow for a more compact scanner and the main idea of 

the design was to attach all the components of the system onto the stand for a more 

manageable system. 

5.2.2 Electrical design 

Wiring diagrams were made by to make sure reassembly was correct. The report from 

the original project also included wiring diagrams that were double checked and proved 

to be the same as the diagrams.  

An emergency stop button has been added to prevent the scanner from causing personal 

injury or damaging equipment. It stops any movement of the arm by cutting power to 

the motors. The computer and the measurement equipment will not be affected by an 

emergency stop. The software has an abort function but it does not stop the arm 

immediately and the user has to reach the computer to use it. 

The motor controllers, brake resistors, capacitors and 24V power supply were to be 

enclosed in a chassis.  

The cables on the arm were to be put in a cable wrap that could be opened for easy 

replacement of cables and protection of them.   

5.2.3 Tool mount design 

The tool mount design had to be updated as it did not meet requirements. Weight 

reduction was not necessary but would mean a larger maximum load or smaller load on 

other components. 

The suggested design is shown in figure 5:2. It allows for height adjustment for 

different receiving modules to be centered correctly. Straps can be attached through 

slots to hold tools of different sizes and to easily change tools. On the mounting plate a 

detachable rubber sheet will be placed for increased grip and protection of the tool. The 

weight was considerably less than the old tool mount.  

FIGURE 5:2 TOOL MOUNT DESIGN 
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6 Prototyping 

 Stand 6.1
The prototyping began with rebuilding the stand by placing the feet at same positions as 

in the final design and to remove the diagonal profiles. This was to ensure the stand 

would actually be stable in the new configuration before cutting the profiles. When the 

concept was proven to work both in practice as well as in calculations the profiles were 

cut using a metal saw. Initially only two cuts of the profiles were needed to rebuild the 

stand to the new design. The vertical profiles were kept the same length at this stage.  

 Axle coupling 6.2
When the stand was rebuilt the arm was disassembled and the holes for the set screws 

were drilled and threaded in the metal workshop. The setscrews also had to be shortened 

as there was none of the right length and size available. The profile on the tips of the 

setscrews had to be drilled and grinded to the right chamfer and cup.  

 Electronics chassis 6.3
The chassis used for the electronics comes from a scraped Mini-ITX computer and had 

the PSU still attached. The PSU delivered 12V and 5V and could therefore only be used 

to power the cooling fans but not the motor controllers or any of the other components. 

The PSU was removed to free up space in the chassis. The removed PSU had been 

covered with a protective plate that was modified to hold the motor controllers. 

The brake resistors were attached to the bottom of the chassis to allow heat dissipation. 

The capacitors do not generate much heat during operation so they were attached to the 

bottom of the protective plate. On the top of the protective plate the motor controller 

cards were attached with M3 screws and spacers.  

The 24V power supply was attached into the chassis using wire straps. The original 

power connector from the chassis was connected to the 24V power supply and grounded 

to the chassis.  

Since the components generate heat two 12V cooling fans were connected in series 

which adds up to a 24V load that could be directly connected to the 24V power supply. 

The fans are attached to suck in air into the chassis thereby creating positive pressure 

inside it which leads to less dust accumulation inside the chassis.  

FIGURE 6:1 ELECTRONICS CHASSIS 
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 Tool mount 6.4
The new tool mount design was built from aluminum profiles and an aluminum plate 

for increased stability and safe mounting of the tool. It is held together by M4 screws 

and nuts. It is attached to the arm with screws and sliding nuts, which also allows for 

adjustment of the tool height. It is shown attached to the arm with the module strapped 

to it in figure 6:2. 

 Final assembly 6.5
Final assembly of the scanner was done and the components fitted and adjusted. All the 

electrical components have been connected and the scanner works. The electronics 

chassis, the cable wrap and the weight were not attached to the stand at this stage. 

FIGURE 6:2 ARM WITH NEW  TOOLMOUNT 

FIGURE 6:3 FINAL ASSEMBLY 
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7 Testing 
Testing of the scanner was done continuously during all stages of development. During 

the prototyping stage testing of individual functions and components was done to ensure 

full functionality before making irreversible changes to components.  

The methods of testing mostly included observing how the scanner behaved under 

different conditions and input parameters. Measurements of the deflection and backlash 

accuracy were done with by measuring the positions of the tool mount in relation to a 

fixed object.  

Final testing of the scanner itself was done to prove safe and full operation after the new 

design was built.  

Since there was not enough time for an antenna measurement session to compare with 

measurements done with the old design, no conclusions could be drawn on the quality 

of the new design with regard to measurement quality.  
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8 Results 
The project has been successful and the new design shows an improvement by meeting 

the specifications set.  

 The mechanical components 8.1
The set screw shaft coupling was successful. The backlash from the shaft coupling has 

been eliminated and thereby improved accuracy to within that set in the specification. 

This also solved the alignment problem in the home position.  

 The electrical components 8.2
Enclosing the electrical components in a chassis has been an improvement on the safety 

of personnel and equipment. It has also reduced the amount of unprotected cables. It is 

easy to disassemble the chassis and replace components if needed. Improved cooling of 

the components and protection against harmful elements will also increase the lifetime 

of the components.  

 Cost 8.3
The parts that were added and purchased can be found in the appendix.  

The total cost of the project was 617.50 SEK. 
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9 Final discussions 

 Goals 9.1

9.1.1 Goals met 

The design proposal was accepted and prototyping could be done. The Labview code 

has not been changed as it was considered unnecessary. The user friendliness has shown 

a significant improvement and accuracy has been improved to less than 20% of the 

original value. Safety concerns are reduced to negligible levels. Cost has been kept at a 

minimum and cost effectiveness has been very high.  

9.1.2 Goals not met 

Final testing with antenna measurements has not been done even though it is a central 

part of the validation of the performance. Functionality of the scanners motion control 

program has been tested and there should be no problem with antenna measurements as 

nothing was changed in the part of the system that affected communication between the 

measurement equipment and the scanner. 

Comparison with an industrial robot has not been made but can be done outside of the 

project, for example to motivate a potential purchase of an industrial robot for 

replacement of the custom built scanner in the future.  

 Method 9.2
The method of working through the project was right for this type of task. In retrospect 

too much time was spent on the concept generating which would have been more 

valuable in the prototyping stage. It is of course important to develop and compare 

many concepts early on in the process. In this case however, it could have created more 

value for the client to spend more time in the later stages of development and keep the 

concept generating stage short and intense. It would also leave time to include testing of 

the complete system with antenna measurements in the project.  

 Recommendations for future development 9.3

9.3.1 The arm 

The arm could be shortened considerably and still have the same functionality and 

range. The hubs could be reduced in weight or integrated with the arm itself to make a 

simpler and lighter arm.  

9.3.2 The software 

The users would benefit greatly if the software was reviewed and improved. The 

scanning sequence has many time consuming and unnecessary movements that could be 

removed. Visual preview of the sequence would also be an option to be added as it 

would reduce risks of damage and misunderstanding by the user. 

9.3.3 Height adjustment 

To allow more measurement scenarios easy, or ideally automated, height adjustment of 

the arm could be added. This was discussed during this project but it was chosen not to 

be implemented.  
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10 Conclusions 
This project was a necessary step for improving quality of measurements and 

effectiveness around the station. The reaction from the client was positive after delivery 

of the prototype and throughout the project. As focus on was kept on keeping the 

schedule some of the proposed design changes have not been made.  

The prototyping stage got delayed and had to be continued while writing this report. 

This was caused by underestimating the workload during this stage. It also meant some 

of the design solutions were not completed during this project, including the led weight 

being attached to the stand. 
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List of appendices 

A 1 : New parts 

A 2 : Drawing Tool mount assembly 

A 3 : Drawing Shaft 1 

A 4 : Drawing Shaft 



Description Price Quantity Store Part number

Cable wrap 149,9 1 Kjell&Company 67466

Emergency Stop button 89,9 1 Biltema 462004

Cable straps 89,9 1 Biltema 61652

Aluminum L-profile 2m 149 1 Bauhaus

Staps 25mm 2.5m 2 pcs 44,95 1 Bauhaus 0197764T

Electronics chassis - 1 - -

Other Costs 93,85

SUM 617,5
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